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Cal TF New Measure Review Process:
Proposed 2023 Enhancements



Why evolve the measure review process?
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California portfolios need new measures to achieve the state's energy 
savings and decarbonization goals

Image source: E3



We propose two new enhancements in 2023
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1. Cal TF works to proactively “pull” new measure concepts in for 
consideration

2. Establish a “Rapid Scanning” process to evaluate greater volume of 
prospective new measures



Existing Cal TF new measure review process
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 Existing measure review process relies on “Push” approach
 Potentially leaving savings on the table by not being exhaustive in pursuit of new 

opportunities

 Results to date



Cal TF "Pull" method of new measure identification
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 Seek out measures from sources across the industry, including:

 Goal is to proactively fill our pipeline with new measure concepts these 
entities refer to us

 Existing submission process will also remain in place
 Measure ideas from all channels will funnel into a single evaluation process

 Research entities (WCEC, 
CalPlug, CLTC, etc.)

 Deemed measures outside CA

 DOE/ARPA-E

 National labs

 Accelerators & incubators

 Past & current ETP projects 
that were not developed

 Other leading industry groups 
and experts

 Existing CalTF stakeholders 
(IOUs, POUs, implementors)

 EPIC projects

 Measures under consideration by 
ET leaders outside CA



The pull approach may result in good problem to have
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If successful, the "pull" approach to new measure identification will 
result in an influx of ideas that may strain our current process



Enhancement #2: Standardized rapid scanning
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 Standardized rapid scanning seeks to identify promising new measure 
candidates/eliminate measures that won’t benefit or enhance portfolio

 Cal TF staff will engage in initial scoring of incoming measures
 SMEs will provide additional guidance, as needed

 Goal is to efficiently weed out "non-starter" measure ideas coming in 
from the cleantech community that could otherwise be a drain on 
resources in the Measure Screening stage



Current measure development process
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STEP 1: SUBMIT 
MEASURE PROPOSAL 
FORM

STEP 2: SUBMIT MEASURE 
DEVELOPMENT / UPDATE 
PLAN & CAL TF EARLY 
FEEDBACK

STEP 3: COMPLETE 
DRAFT MEASURE 
PACKET

STEP 4: MEASURE REVIEW

STEP 5: CAL TF AFFIRMATION

STEP 6: SUBMIT MEASURE 
FOR CPUC APPROVAL 
(IOUS ONLY)



Scanning occurs at the very beginning of the process
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Cleantech 
Industry 

Scan

 Proposed addition to stage gate: Industry Scan

 Takes place before the Measure Screening stage

 Intention is to consider ANY and EVERY possible new measure

 All ideas are scored across 12 metrics for a successful measure

 Allows us to jettison least promising measure concepts quickly, efficiently, and transparently



Flow chart for measures exiting the Scanning stage
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Best-scoring (and 'pushed') measures move to 
Screening for deeper analysis and refinement

Scan

ALL new 
measure 
ideas enter 
through the 
Scanning 
process



Flow chart for measures exiting the Scanning stage
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Poorest scorers are discarded (but can be 
reconsidered in the future, if desired)

Scan

ALL new 
measure 
ideas enter 
through the 
Scanning 
process

Best-scoring (and 'pushed') measures move to 
Screening for deeper analysis and refinement



Flow chart for measures exiting the Scanning stage
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Poorest scorers are discarded (but can be 
reconsidered in the future, if desired)

Some measure ideas 
will be 'maybes' that 

require additional 
research or analysis 
before categorizing

Scan

ALL new 
measure 
ideas enter 
through the 
Scanning 
process

Best-scoring (and 'pushed') measures move to 
Screening for deeper analysis and refinement



Flow chart for measures exiting the Scanning stage
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Poorest scorers are discarded (but can be 
reconsidered in the future, if desired)

Promising potential 
measures that are not 

an immediate fit for 
eTRM may be referred 

to CalNEXT / GET, 
EPIC, or others for 

follow-up

Scan

ALL new 
measure 
ideas enter 
through the 
Scanning 
process

After 
additional 
analysis

Best-scoring (and 'pushed') measures move to 
Screening for deeper analysis and refinement



Scorecard has 3 categories with 12 metrics
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 Annual EE savings potential
 Cost effectiveness
 Measure life
 Meets non-EE goals

 Product appeal
 Ease of adoption
 Affordability
 Non-energy benefits (NEBs)

 eTRM deemed measure readiness
 Ease of PA implementation
 Product stability
 Size of market

Category 1: Portfolio impacts 

Category 2: Customer appeal

Category 3: Measure viability

Categories Metrics



Sample scorecard snapshot
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Cal TF proposed process v/s other related efforts
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 Cal TF vs. CalNEXT and GET
 Cal TF (New Measure Process) - process for identifying measures that can be 

developed in eTRM

 Emerging Technologies program - process for identifying further studies
 BUT note that an eTRM measure candidate STILL may be subject to further study 

(in Cal TF, through EM&V, etc.)

 Cal TF vs. EPIC
 Cal TF is for measures that can be “market ready”

 EPIC for “pre-commercial” technologies
 BUT EPIC projects may be “feeder” for Cal TF New Measure process



Cal TF Feedback Requested
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 Enhancement #1:  Cal TF “pulling” new measures rather than just 
waiting to have measure developers just “push” new measures to Cal TF.

 Enhancement #2: Rapid scanning criteria
 Do the three categories seem reasonable?

 What about sub-categories?

 Overall approach to weighting and scoring?



Questions?
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END OF PRIMARY PRESENTATION



Definitions: Category 1 – Portfolio Impacts
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Annual EE savings potential
Annual total savings potential to the portfolio UPON MEASURE MATURITY - no need for a detailed analysis; this 
score is based on how it would roughly compare to other measures in the current portfolio.
If this is a dual fuel measure, the score is combined gas and electric savings.

Cost effectiveness No need for a detailed analysis; this score is based on how it would roughly compare to other measures in the 
current portfolio.

Measure life

This has a small scoring weight because, while important for developing a new measure, it typically means that 
potential for new installments in a given year is very low (e.g., since windows have a long measure life, very few 
new windows get installed every year). This translates to a slow rate for measure impact among all customers or full 
market transformation. 

(Note: In totally novel technologies, there isn't necessarily any correlation between measure life and speed of 
uptake -- aerosolized building shell sealing is one example).

Meets non-EE goals

This has a small scoring weight because this doesn't always have a major impact on go/no-go decision to launch a 
measure, but it is important to include in scoring for overall awareness among stakeholders and transparency. Goals 
can include DR compatibility, DER enabling, electrification/decarbonization, equity targets, enhanced utility brand 
perception, etc.



Scoring Guidance: Category 1 – Portfolio Impacts
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Annual EE savings potential

4 = Potential to be top performing measure in portfolio
3 = Potential to be a good measure, though not likely to be a top performer
2 = "Average" gross annual savings compared with other measures in the same sector and fuel type
1 = Not likely to meet the savings of an "average" measure 
0 = Minimal savings

Cost effectiveness

4 = Potential to be top performing measure in portfolio
3 = Potential to be a good measure, though not likely to be a top performer
2 = "Average" cost effectiveness compared with other measures in the same sector and fuel type
1 = Not likely to meet the cost effectiveness of an "average" measure 
0 = Not likely to be a viable cost-effective measure

Measure life

4 = 20+ years
3 = 11-19 years
2 = 6-10 years
1 = 2-5 years
0 = ≤2 years

Meets non-EE utility goals

4 = Four or more clear non-EE goals
3 = Three clear non-EE goals
2 = Two clear non-EE goals
1 = One clear non-EE goals
0 = Meets no additional goals beyond energy savings



Definitions: Category 2 – Customer Appeal
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Product appeal

How likely is this product or measure to be adopted by customers? Question to ask when considering: Does this 
product fill a clear market need and/or perform better than incumbent products? The degree to which the answer 
to this question is 'yes' determines score. This also gives an indication of novelty of product and the likeliness that a 
new measure has the potential to cannibalize existing measures, as something with a clear new market niche 
is going to have more market appeal and open space in the portfolio than a new product in an already crowded 
marketplace.

Ease of adoption

Three components to this:
1) Does this require extensive effort for the customer to install?
2) Does this require work on the building/home or disrupt commercial activities?
3) Is there significant cost associated with installation? (This is above and beyond purchase price of the product 
itself--and may include things like wiring and panel upgrades associated with a heat pump or EV.)

Affordability This metric only covers product cost; installation cost (when relevant) is included in the 'Ease of adoption' category.

Non-energy benefits NEBs can include other resource impacts (e.g., water savings) or non-resource impacts such as higher worker 
productivity, safety, comfort, increased industrial output, health or IAQ benefits, increased convenience, etc.



Scoring Guidance: Category 2 – Customer Appeal
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Product appeal

4 = This is the next iPhone!
3 = Smart thermostat-level of appeal
2 = Energy Star refrigerator appeal (customers might care a little about energy when making a decision)
1 = Too esoteric or doesn't have a lot of appeal (thin triple pane windows or drain water heat recovery in homes)
0 = This is the next CFL (zero or net negative customer appeal other than energy savings)

Ease of adoption

4 = Plug and play with minimal time or technical expertise needed (LED lightbulb, Energy Star refrigerator)
3 = Modest effort or cost, but most people can self-install and no major building modifications are required (smart thermostat)
2 = Moderate effort or light building modifications, a professional is often needed (commercial lighting controls)
1 = Significant effort or moderate building modifications, professional is needed (residential whole-home ASHP retrofit)
0 = Extensive building modifications, extensive technical expertise, and/or high installation costs is needed (window replacement or some industrial 
machinery replacements)

Affordability

4 = Significantly cheaper than incumbent technologies
3 = Somewhat cheaper than incumbent technologies
2 = About the same as incumbent technologies
1 = Slightly more expensive than incumbent technologies
0 = Significantly more expensive than incumbent technologies

NEBs

4 = Four or more clear NEBs
3 = Three clear NEBs
2 = Two clear NEBs
1 = One clear NEB
0 = Zero NEBs



Definitions: Category 3 – Measure Viability
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eTRM deemed measure 
readiness

This has two components: 
1) Is this appropriate and is there a clear opening in the eTRM or in PA for this as a new deemed measure?
2) How much work will it require to develop this measure?

Ease of 
PA implementation

This is an estimate on how good a match a given concept is for programs: Is there a clear way to conduct M&V and 
analyze cost effectiveness? Are there going to be regulatory issues with launching this offering? Is this such a 
radically different product that utilities will have difficulty launching and managing an offering? Does the PA have 
the staff expertise or resources necessary? Are contractors and trade allies able to effectively implement?

Product stability

This has a small scoring weight because even massively successful markets, like smart thermostats, start out small. 
This is really just a risk identification score that helps flag new entrepreneurs who may not yet be stable, 
technologies that may not be mature, or cautions against going with established companies who may be the only 
ones offering a new technology but may pull it from the marketplace if it doesn't gain traction.

Size of market

This has a small scoring weight because overall savings are most important, whether that comes from 10,000 
customers or 5. However, there is more volatility by offering products to a highly narrow subset of customers, 
compared with those that have wide appeal, so it's still important to acknowledge. This is another risk identification 
category.



Scoring Guidance: Category 3 – Measure Viability
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eTRM deemed measure 
readiness

4 = Clear and easy path to developing deemed measure in eTRM and can be offered by PAs as a prescriptive offering; as turnkey as a new measure 
development is likely to be
3 = Some additional research or minor piloting is likely required but looks like an overall good fit for eTRM and/or prescriptive rebate
2 = Measure will likely require significant piloting, research, or additional understanding to be included in eTRM and/or may be difficult to offer as a 
prescriptive incentive
1 = Measure will require a lot more than usual in terms of work/piloting/new understanding to make it into eTRM and/or will be very difficult to 
develop into a prescriptive offering (though it may still be possible)
0 = Measure is unlikely to ever make it into eTRM or be offered as anything besides custom

Ease of PA implementation

4 = Measure execution should be straightforward with no significant obstacles
3 = One or two obstacles but these are likely to be minor; path forward is still mostly assured
2 = Measure execution will have one or two fairly significant obstacles; path forward is likely but not assured
1 = Measure has one or more major obstacles; path forward is possible but there is significant risk
0 = Measure has one or more major obstacles that would make effective execution difficult to impossible

Product stability
4 = Mature technology type with many vendors
2 = Market still emerging but stable with at least a few vendors
0 = Market is new or non-existent and only 1-2 vendors

Size of market

4 = Universally used among all major customer segments (insulation measures, common electronics)
3 = Appears in most major customer segments or universal in specific major segments (RTUs for commercial buildings, residential appliances)
2 = Common but not universal in some major customer segments (Window ACs, EMS)
1 = Not very common, but not totally shocking to see among some customers (EV fleets, residential dehumidifiers)
0 = Extremely narrow, specialized customer subset (specialty industrial machinery or some types of home medical care equipment)


